GCSE Spanish Super Curriculum

Read

Do

Find

Find a simplified children's
version of the Spanish novel Don
Quijote and read as much as you
can of it. Write a review of it.

Imagine that you were going to go
on a month-long road trip around
Spain. Sketch a map of Spain and
plot your route. Where would you
start, where would you stay and
why would you choose those
places to visit? Research the areas
and write about the monuments
and things to see.

Find an artist or musician from
Spain or South America, and do a
cover version of a piece of music
of theirs or a famous work of art.

Look through some of the
excellent language magazines
that we subscribe to at school.
They are in ML6 or in the library,
and also available via the website

Learn a regional dance from Spain
or South America. There are many
to choose from!

Look up the differences between
the Spanish dialects and learn
some new words from them.

https://www.jamieoliver.com/rec
ipes/category/world/spanish/
read through some of these
delicious recipes and see if you
can decide which to make!

Turn your phone and smart
devices to Spanish so that your
controls and instructions are in
Spanish. You will learn lots of new
verbs and key words that are in
the GCSE syllabus!

Challenge yourself to learn 5 new
Spanish words every day for a
month. If you write them down
and we test you - we'll be super
impressed!

Find a copy of the Fountains of
Silence from our school library. It
has rave reviews from our Year 9
Spanish students!

Watch your favourite film but
turn the subtitles on to Spanish.
Or better still, watch an authentic
Spanish film or TV series on
Netflix.

Find out about the Spanish royal
family and create your own
Family Tree to reflect all of the
changes that have happened
recently. If you research well, you
might find out some interesting
stories!

Read a few travel pages on the
best places to travel to in Spain
and South America. Research
where you could stay and what
trips you might do while you were
there. Look in to the local culture
and cuisine! It's fascinating!

Use our school recommended
websites to do some grammar
practice for Spanish. There are
lots of new pages coming on
linguascope and bbc.bitesize.

Find someone who speaks
Spanish and create an interview
with them. Find out about their
free time and what they like
doing and why, and about their
family. What subject did they like
best in school? Was it Spanish?
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